Appendix – Supporting Documentation Fellow’s Technical and Professional Ability
Project executed by the fellow in the last three years relevant to the fellowhip

Description
1. Specialist support for public cloud procurement and
contracting for the National Digital Platform EITS provided NES
specialist advice on service acceptance, service optimisation and
cost management with the support of NSS.

Dates
Customer/Client
2019/2020 NHS Education
for Scotland (NES)

Other support provided include:
Specialist commercial and contractual support which included the
development of a service contract template, a bespoke set of terms
and conditions for purchase/award that cover all legal and risk
requirements for the project.

The service was delivered in two phases, a contract template that
captures the (pre-defined) non-negotiable elements of the cloud
competitive procurement exercise. And second, a complete contract
that integrates, if necessary, outcomes of the formal negotiation
phase.

2.

2015 – early
Enterprise Resource Planning system -ERP Implementation
BrewDog PLC has grown extremely quickly since its foundation in 2017
2007 and as a result, there were increasing number of
organisational and management challenges.

The company had several relatively disparate systems use to manage
its manufacturing, QA, sales order processing, warehousing,
logistics, finance and reporting processes. Although these systems
did work when the company was relatively small but were no longer
scalable for future business aspirations and fell short of the necessary
functionality to support continued business growth.

Objectives of the project:
• Support t h e company’s g r o w th plans as they hope to increase
their turnover to £400m from 32m at the time of initiation of the
project.
•
•

Increase the amount of beer shipped to 1 million from 89,000
HL)
Support the ambition of opening 100 bars from
28

As outlined above, in order to achieve these ambitious strategic goals,
the company needed to have thoroughly specified, scalable systems
and processes in place. Supporting BrewDog with developing
appropriate IT infrastructure and ERP system was agreed as a
priority.

Theo worked with BrewDog through a rigorous selection and research
process to i m p l e m e n t an ERP s y s t e m w h i c h spans across
most areas of its operations, business units, functions and integrated
the above listed priority areas. The scope also involved
ambition to improve organisational processes, communication,
productivity and visibility of information across the business. They
called for help right from the conceptualisation stage of the project.
In summary, Theo worked with BrewDog to define, scope, Tender
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monitor the implementation of their new ERP project. The scope of work
involved the exploration of the best project methodology (a blend of
waterfall and Agile methodology) for the project. Evaluation and
support of teams and resource to ensure successful delivery.
There was also scope for the introduction of DevOps practices with SAP
to ensure timely and controlled delivery of functions that met expected
outcomes with effective quality testing plan. Through Alpha, Beta and
Release framework.

3. Harnessing data for new revenue streams. At the peak of the Oil and 2015 – early SMS
Gas downturn, with businesses in the northeast struggling and 2016
downsizing, Sand Monitoring Services Ltd (SMS approached u s t o
explore h o w they could deliver more with less. Theo having
worked in the industry and continue to support businesses in the
sector, assisted SMS to explore where they could cut down waste and
create efficiencies. It was quickly identified that the way they
delivered their reports to clients could be greatly improved if they
adopted new ways of working.
Through the development of SMS SMART Software and SMS Visibility
we co-created and transformed the way sensing data is interpreted. By
integrating the data from all their sensors into one interactive
visualisation online platform. Easily accessible, big picture view of an
asset for faster, more informed decisions.
With Theo’s help they Implemented an IT and Data strategy. The initial
approach took the following form:
•
•
•
•

Phase 1 – D e t a i l e d Requirements Analysis
Phase 2 –
Formulation of 3 -year Strategy
Phase 3 – Generation of yearly strategic implementation plan
Phase 4 – implementation of individual projects in the activity
list in order of priorities

We helped scoped SMS data visualization software and in 2018 were
awarded an R&D assistance grant for the development of a subsea IoT
sensing technology.
These projects create vast opportunities for SMS. Now they offer
holistic data solutions on well surveys and have e x p a n d e d i n t o t
h e Asia market and now planning to extend the platform worldwide.
4. Currently on the business Gateway framework providing 2018 – 2021
specialist
business
advise,
business
support and discretionary training - delivering consultancy
and advise on information technology projects varying in
scope and budget.
Example delivery area are web assets tracking, workshops, bespoke
software development, disruptive innovative model, infrastructure,
CRM, ERPs and Agile and lean process as well as new working practices
enabled by technology.

Business Gateway

Other historic projects and testimonials

Testimonials
To reiterate again if I may, on behalf of both Walter as GGM and I, an expression
of our thanks for your invaluable assistance thus far, through each stage of the
process (John Walsh – Online Electronics)

I would like to thank you for the excellent inputs and advice given to a number
of my clients. In particular, Genesis Personnel were very happy with the
feedback on their ICT issues, and you left Moira with an excellent understanding
of what areas had to be tackled in priority order. She was a little taken aback at
the identified deficiencies (she was closely involved in its revamp) but has since
come back to me to say how grateful she was for the appraisal and is going to
initiate the improvements recommended.

I also look forward to introducing Fraserburgh Harbour to you, as they have a
number of areas where I am certain your input will be vital to their future
direction (they are entering a period of significant change in what they do and
how they go about their business). (Ian Beaton – Business Gateway)

Your support and help meant that we were able to resource the project
implementation team with the appropriate level of subject matter expertise and
experience, in a cost-effective manner,
to meet the business’s expectations and ‘go live’ schedule. six months on from
‘go live’ we are
beginning to realise the benefits and value of an integrated system, mainly; we
now have far greater cost and compliance control and we have real time data
and reporting upon which we can make informed business decisions. (Neil Bibby Offshore)

Absolute expert, great wealth of experience, imparts customers and
colleagues positively. Knows how to effectively engage stakeholder and make
them very responsive and appreciate inputs. (Carri Account manager)

Very useful approach and support through our ERP implementation project!
Many thanks for your assistance. (Martin Dempster - BrewDog)

Proven very helpful and knowledgeable, providing suggestions to improve the
productivity of our company as well as keeping the workforce in such hard times
for businesses. Particularly analytical, special gift of hitting the nail on the head
when it comes to assessing the situation of a company and knowing what issues
need tackled, prioritising and providing all the support possible. (Sagar – Sand
Monitoring Services)

Fellow’s qualifications, certification and accreditation relevant to this Programme:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Master of Science & Business Administration - Information Technology Management - Robert
Gordon University (RGU)
Bachelor of Science (BSc) Computing – Abertay University.
Higher National Diploma (HND) Computer Science – FPA.
National Diploma Computer Science – FPA.
Certificate in Information Security Management Principles (CISMP) – British computer Society.
Digital Innovation Management - IMP³rove – European Innovation Management Academy.
Data Innovation - Data Governance & management.
Resonance Leadership Korn/Ferry & Hays group.
MBCS ID 990441034. British computer Society.
Management Account – Kaplan

Further information on the candidate previous experience and suitability
With years of experience dealing with companies providing advisory and consultancy services, Theo
has now mastered how to initiate, and closeout assignments of this nature be it, workshops or digital
specialist 1-2-1 support. EITS methodology on how we approach each assignment is available on request.
Any adviser(s) assigned to a project ensures documented evidence at each stage of the assignment
and follows EITS’s structured processes and procedures to ensure value for money and timely delivery.
EITS pays attention to requirements that are regarded as being differentiators. These will be requirements
that:
i.
ii.
iii.

Are vital to realise the benefits that have been identified and the associated future business
processes.
Are unique to the client business or at least are critical to the sector in which the company operates.
Help the client to achieve competitive advantage.

Workshops and advisory base methodology:
•
Initial conceptualisation meeting face-to-face or virtual
•
Day in the client’s premises for an introduction, problem identification and next steps
•
Documentation of discussions and findings
•
Sometimes delivery of strategy workshop, dependent on the stage and maturity of the company
•
Escalation or engagement of a 3rd part
•
Project/assignment close
The links here and those provided with the original submission shows the importance and size of the
market:
More information on market size and performance can be found in the links below:
•
•

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200302005611/en/Digital-TransformationMarket-2020-2024-Focus-Providing-Omnichannel
https://www.marketreportsworld.com/enquiry/request-sample/14208394

EITS approach to consultancy type project is done using facts finding methodology and Modus Operandi
(MO) below to ensure full system requirements are considered to draw up an effective selection,
communication, change management, project management and implementation plan.

A top-level view of EITS’s Methodology

EITS

About the host organisation (Expertise InfoTech Services Limited)
BT Smart launched in 2018 is the technology delivery arm of expertise InfoTech Services
Limited specialised in the delivery of advisory and consultancy services and design of custom
technology solutions for client businesses. Since our incorporation, we have worked with
public and private sector clients like the NHS, Oil and Gas companies, etc.

Some of our services include a comprehensive consult to help our client businesses identify

gaps and opportunities. We offer a suite of quality products and solutions aimed at helping
our clients get there quickly and smoothly.

Our focussed delivery areas for 2020/2021 are:
1. Implementation Management
Architecture Design
Project Management
Technology Evaluation
Requirement Elicitation
Business Case Formation
Performance Management
Technology Benchmarking
Gap Analysis & Cost Studies
2. Application Development
Healthcare technology & IoT
Blockchain
Artificial Intelligence
Digital Playbook Design
Robotic Process Automation Native
Software Development Operational
Bots & Automation Mobile
Application Development Bespoke
Digital Enforcer Platform
3. Procurement
Clouding Computing
Digital Resource & Training
Digital Service Legal Support
System Requirement Support
SMAC - IT & Modern Strategies
Integrated Management Systems
Digital Procurement Management
Enterprise Resource Planning System
Find out more about EITS here:

- https://btsmart.co.uk/services - www.einfotechser.com
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Scenario Map – Cloud Computing & Remote Working

Example material to feed virtual consultant

Quick Guide – Cost Control Measures -Cloud Adoption
This guide provides useful tips and preview on how you can apply important controls to keep your cloud
computing – IaaS – PaaS - SaaS cost down.

Focus

Areas

Measures

Actions

Focus
Why it matters:
The monitoring and cost-reporting tools offered by cloud providers are a reasonable starting point, they
won't get you very far.
These tools are designed for basic monitoring tasks, and they generally don't offer the ability to find overprovisioned resources or to determine the source of cost variations in your cloud bill.
Believe it or not, your cloud vendor is not in the business of helping you lower your bill. As a result, you'll
have to put in some extra effort to optimise your cloud costs.
You may also want to use third-party tools to help identify sources of waste within your cloud infrastructure.
Below are some specific actions to take to help with cloud cost management.

Focus areas &
measures

Happy
Stakeholders!

Actions

Focus – possible sources of cost inefficiencies
Measures
1. Unused cloud resources - letting virtual
• Design resource management policy
servers, databases or other cloud services
• Close monitoring
continue to run even when they are no longer
actively using them.
This occurs, for example, when you spin up a
virtual server in the cloud to do some testing
and then forget to shut it down. Since most
cloud providers charge customers based on
how long a server runs - not how much work it
is doing - you'd be left paying for the server
even though you're no longer actively using it.
2. Overprovisioned cloud servers Another source of wasteful spending is a cloudbased server that has too many resources
allocated to it.

•
•
•

Implement resource allocation policy
Design server type allocation guide
(physical & dedicated)

3. Inefficient storage tiers - public cloud
providers offer a range of storage options, with
features and prices that vary from tier to tier.
Typically, the lower the cloud storage cost, the
longer it takes to export data from a particular
storage tier.
Low-priced tiers are designed to store data
that does not need to be accessed frequently,
such as backups or document archives. When
you choose a storage tier that offers features
that you never end up using, you are wasting
money.
4. Unnecessary data transfers - In most
cases, an organisation pays a fee whenever it
moves data out of the cloud (egress). Also,
some cloud providers charge to put data into
the cloud (ingress).

•
•

Design service storage assessment need
Carryout service audit and data
categorisation

•

Implement best practice in your usage and
policy design
Where appropriate implement controls to
limit volume of download without preapproval.

•

A transfer of data within the same cloud
usually does not cost money - unless you move
it between different regions.
To a degree, data transfer fees are unavoidable.
If you have data in the cloud, you're going to
need to access it at some point. But if you
download data from the cloud unnecessarily,
you will end up bloating your cloud computing
bill.

Some final things to consider…
Best Practice Check List
Use this checklist to ensure you capture lessons learned and more.
You’ve allocated right-size server instances?
You’ve shut off unused resources?
Setup configured to scale automatically?
Process to plan data transfer carefully is in place?
You have implemented policy for effective storage tiers utilisation
Check process in place to use discounted cloud instances 1st?
You setup conforms to an effective cloud governance?

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

